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Red Bull Formula 1 chief Christian Horner has revealed the human error that caused Max Verstappen’s slow pitstop at Monza resulted from the FIA’s clampdown introduced at Spa.
Red Bull: Slow Monza F1 pitstop resulted from FIA clampdown
CARLOS SAINZ has suggested it is ‘pretty clear’ who was at fault for Max Verstappen and Lewis Hamilton’s horrific crash at the Italian Grand Prix. Verstappen’s Red Bull car ...
Carlos Sainz reveals ‘it’s pretty clear’ who was to blame for Lewis Hamilton and Max Verstappen’s horror F1 crash
Since Daniel Ricciardo surprisingly left the team in 2018, Red Bull have been searching ... after stepping in halfway through 2019 as an F1 rookie - struggled the following year to leave Red ...
Sergio Perez confirmed as Max Verstappen's team-mate for 2022 as Red Bull agree new F1 contract
The award-winning fly-on-the-wall show began by covering the 2018 season, broadcast the following year, and has become highly popular both with F1 followers ... with the team’s former drivers ...
F1 confirms series four of ‘Drive to Survive’
The Italian Grand Prix champion talks dynamic stretches, jet lag, and the challenge of communicating the physical strain of F1 driving.
The Real-Life Diet of F1 Driver Daniel Ricciardo, Who Has Developed an Extremely Strong Neck
Crash.net's F1 Digital Editor Lewis Larkam runs through the state of play at each team with the 2022 driver ... Ricciardo’s departure at the end of 2018. Although he has faced similar struggles ...
2022 F1 driver market: What’s the state of play at each team?
Formula One driver Valtteri Bottas is leaving Mercedes at the end of the season and replacing the retiring Kimi Raikkonen at Alfa Romeo. The Alfa Romeo team said Monday that Bottas had signed a ...
Bottas leaving Mercedes F1 team to join Alfa Romeo
Cars with loose wheels are something that Formula 1 has seen before and, while teams are usually able to ... while both Haas cars retired from the 2018 Australian Grand Prix following pitstop ...
F1’s new pitstop rule: What is it and why is it being introduced?
Mercedes driver Valtteri Bottas is leaving Mercedes for Alfa Romeo at the end of the 2021 F1 season, replacing the retiring Kimi Raikkonen.
Valtteri Bottas will leave Mercedes F1 team to join Alfa Romeo in multiyear deal
The 2021 Formula 1 season was always going to be tricky for Haas. After finishing fifth in 2018, the American team got caught in a downward spiral, finishing ninth the next two seasons only ahead ...
How Haas F1 is keeping its head up amid 2021's struggles
While Daniel Ricciardo celebrated by drinking the victory champagne out of his shoe at the Italian Grand Prix last weekend in Monza, Italy, the big story from the race – well, truly, the big story ...
F1 Midweek: Is F1 Sending a Message to Max Verstappen?
In 2018, though, the refuge was breached ... $240 million into the manufacturer and immediately announced that his F1 team would carry the iconic marque back to Formula One in 2021 for the ...
Racing for Redemption
The esports franchise will create exclusive NFTs for their fans; Crypto.com’s logo will appear on Fnatic jerseys.
AC EDT Crypto.com Pays $15 Million to Sponsor Fnatic Esports Teams
There was never going to be an easy way to do it but Tuesday's announcement from Andretti Autosport has been several months in the making. As Ryan Hunter-Reay said publicly recently, 2021 was set to ...
Andretti Autosport makes it official: Ryan Hunter-Reay will not return to team next season
George Russell's move to Mercedes as Lewis Hamilton's team mate next year, announced on Tuesday, means every one of Formula One's top teams will have a bright young star in its driver lineup.
Russell joins rise of the young guns to top of F1
Alonso, who turned 40 in July, left F1 at the end of 2018 after four frustrating seasons ... to confirm the contract extension with Alpine F1 Team into 2022. I felt at home the moment I returned ...
Fernando Alonso to stay with Alpine for 2022 season
The Americans would seem to have a lot in their favor at the Ryder Cup.They are on home soil at Whistling Straits along the Wisconsin shores of Lake Michigan. A full house is expected, along with loud ...
Young, stacked US team faces familiar battle in Ryder Cup
Formula One driver Valtteri Bottas is leaving Mercedes at the end of the season and replacing the retiring Kimi Raikkonen at Alfa Romeo.
Bottas leaving Mercedes F1 team to join Alfa Romeo | Charlotte Observer
The 2021 Formula 1 season was always going to be tricky for Haas. After finishing fifth in 2018, the American team got caught in a downward spiral, finishing ninth the next two seasons only ahead ...
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